The heart of industrialization in Greater London moved downriver during the nineteenth century, from central London to West Ham, where the River Lea and its valley meet the River Thames. Offering a corrective to a narrower London focus by considering the broader metropolitan area, environmental historian Jim Clifford tells the story of the flat marshlands of the braided River Lea that attracted industry by providing access to water, waste carriage, and transportation. Greater London widely used canals to connect industries and docks with the River Thames and Atlantic waters. The industries of Canning Town and West Ham found significant advantages by building on an unincorporated floodplain but they also created a challenging environment for public health officials, engineers, and the growing number of resident workers. For about a century, Greater London chose to ignore the environmental problems of West Ham, much to the dismay of residents and labour. The mismatch of poor people living in high-risk places is a familiar story for urban geographies but Clifford shows how the response generated among residents and workers to their unequal conditions resulted in political change.
The foreword by the Nature | History | Society series editor Graeme Wynn is an excellent summary that places Clifford's work in the context of the nineteenth century's growing awareness of the benefits and costs of capitalism. Commentators like Frederick Engels and the illustrator George Cruikshank saw "cause for celebration -and despondency," as Wynn puts it (xi). For cities like Manchester and West Ham, much oxygen and ink was expended on the marvels and the atrocities of industrialization and urbanization.
The industrial boom in the Lower Lea Valley attracted workers to this formerly sparsely-populated region. Through the Victorian and Edwardian eras, the focus of the book, the population grew from about 10,000 in the 1830s to 300,000 before World War I. The flat, watery environmental features so attractive to industry were ill suited to healthy living. The flood-prone lower valley was laden with human and industrial pollution but was difficult for drainage, making proper sewerage works more expensive to build.
London's "Great Stink" during the summer of 1858 spurred engineering the Thames Embankments -the levees that reclaimed marshlands and contained interceptor sewers. To avoid polluted, stagnant water in London, sewage was intercepted before it emptied to the river and diverted farther downstream in large sewers reliant upon gravity and pumps. The famous Thames Embankment, that progenitor of sanitary infrastructure, failed to address the problems in the industrial working class region of West Ham, which did not become a borough until 1886, well after it was developed and populated. The River Lea experienced its own Great Stink in 1884 but West Ham responded with no great infrastructure project. Though it was an important part of the city, West Ham did not benefit from the wealth and better public health legislation of London. Many workers were disenfranchised and political leaders who represented the region prioritized low taxes for industry.
Clifford connects the urban environmental conditions to the rise of socialist democratic politics. The ineffectual way environmental problems were addressed and the poor public health outcomes, like typhoid and high rates of infant mortality, led to the creation of the Labour Group in the 1890s, which eventually fed into the creation of the Labour Party. The galvanizing incident was poor service from a private water company. In 1898, amidst a drought, the East London Waterworks Company (elwc) limited daily service in West Ham to a few hours while other parts of London did not have their service interrupted. The Labour Group gained supporters as it led the demand for public ownership of the elwc, which happened in 1904. A diphtheria epidemic similarly underlined this "constant tension" between public health needs and low taxes that resulted in a "new political consensus" (98). With its successes, Labour proposed plans to address unemployment and inequality with public works projects to reduce flooding. Although the gap was never closed for West Ham residents, they gifted to Greater London a more active government that would tackle environmental and social problems.
In the conclusion, Clifford summarizes the industrial decline across the twentieth century. Long treated as a dirty backwater of London, West Ham is now familiar to a global public -viewers of the 2012 Summer Olympics. Clifford laments the loss of historical memory when bulldozers redeveloped and gentrified West Ham to create athletic venues and a public park and, in so doing, erased a working landscape and replaced it with a recreational one. This book is visually informative and the text is succinct. Clifford provides over forty maps and figures, enriched by the use of Historical Geographic Information Systems (hgis). It will be useful to students of urban environments and would make an interesting comparative work, especially because of the interplay between urban environment and politics.
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With great clarity, Robert Snape explains in his conclusion that "Leisure was not a mundane or residual construct but a vital element of social and civil life and central to nineteenth-and twentieth-century discourses of community, democracy and voluntary action" (247). In a wide-ranging book, he explores two aspects of what British people did with their time outside of work and the routine chores of domesticity. On the one hand, there is much in the book about how people spent their spare time, their leisure, sport, pastimes, and hobbies. On the other, Snape analyzes how leisure was discussed and interpreted, and became an arena for commenting on maturing industrial and urban Britain.
Throughout the book, therefore, there are numerous short sections, some based on local case studies, about the tremendous variety of people's activities. These include discussion of boxing, cricket, football, drama and theatre, holidays, temperance, cycling, rambling, speedway, greyhound racing, cinema, wireless, folk dancing, gambling, youth groups, hobbies, Sunday Schools, and many more. Britain's millions undertook thousands of activities in different combinations at different ages and in different contexts. To take a single example, Snape includes a photograph of the Bolton-based Gibraltar Mill Rounders team, as they proudly pose to celebrate their third consecutive winning of the Sir William Edge Shield in the mid-1920s. The ordered nature of the picture, with the young women, sitting in rows, in uniform, with their two male employers standing at the back, is in contrast to the complex, confusing and chaotic nature of the population's leisure activities, though it signifies the other aspect of Snape's discussion.
Contemporaries wanted to make sense of the purpose of leisure as being more than just for people's enjoyment. Snape explores the moral discourse and theorization of leisure and the resulting activities that
